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Abstract

Identifying groups of similar objects using clustering approaches is one of the most frequently
employed first steps in exploratory biomedical data analysis. Many clustering methods have been
developed that pursue different strategies to identify the optimal clustering for a data set.

We previously published TiCoNE, an interactive clustering approach coupled with de-novo
network enrichment of identified clusters. However, in this first version time-series and network
analysis remained two separate steps in that only time-series data was clustered, and identified
clusters mapped to and enriched within a network in a second separate step.

In this work, we present TiCoNE 2: An extension that can now seamlessly incorporate multiple
data types within its composite clustering model. Systematic evaluation on 50 random data sets, as
well as on 2,400 data sets containing enriched cluster structure and varying levels of noise, shows
that our approach is able to successfully recover cluster patterns embedded in random data and that
it is more robust towards noise than non-composite models using only one data type, when applied
to two data types simultaneously.

Herein, each data set was clustered using five different similarity functions into k=10/30 clusters,
resulting to ~5,000 clusterings in total. We evaluated the quality of each derived clustering with the
Jaccard index and an internal validity score. We used TiCoNE to calculate empirical p-values for all
generated clusters with different permutation functions, resulting in ~80,000 cluster p-values. We
show, that derived p-values can be used to reliably distinguish between foreground and background
clusters.

TiCoNE 2 allows researchers to seamlessly analyze time-series data together with biological
interaction networks in an intuitive way and thereby provides more robust results than single data
type cluster analyses.

1 Introduction

Biomedical data sets collected in large-scale be-
come increasingly complex and numerous. Bio-
logical systems are highly complex, and integrated
analysis of multiple data sets together is needed
to create high-quality models suited to gain novel
insights and draw accurate conclusions.

A multitude of analysis algorithms have been
developed, unsupervised clustering algorithms be-
ing some of the most widely used ones today

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. They can be employed in the ini-
tial step of any analysis pipeline, when no further
knowledge is available to guide the analysis.

We previously published TiCoNE 1 [6], a
human-guided, interactive clustering method for
the conjoint analysis of time-series data with in-
teraction networks. It employs a prototype-based,
greedy clustering optimization scheme to identify
overrepresented time-series patterns, and regions
in a network that are enriched in these identified
patterns by means of de-novo network enrichment
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with KeyPathwayMiner [7]. Hence, the analysis of
multiple data sets consisted of two separate steps
that were performed after each other: (1) clustering
time-series, and (2) de-novo network enrichment
of the identified clusters. We strongly believe, that
incorporating the two data types more seamlessly
already during the clustering procedure will lead to
better and more accurate results.

In this work, we extend TiCoNE’s coremethod-
ology such that its clustering procedures are now
seamlessly integrating multiple data types, such
as time-series data and biological interaction net-
works, without the need to perform de-novo net-
work enrichment as a separate follow-up step.

We systematically evaluate TiCoNE’s ability to
recover cluster patterns embedded in random data
and its robustness towards noise. To this end we
generated a large set of time-series and network
data sets with varying levels of noise, numbers of
embedded clusters, and sizes of embedded clusters.
Next, we investigated to which extend results from
a conjoint analysis of two data types are superior
over results from the analysis of a single data set.
Finally, we use TiCoNE’s statistical facilities to cal-
culate empirical p-values for all generated clusters
using different available permutation functions. We
systematically analyzewhether TiCoNE’s cluster p-
values are a reliable means of attributing clusters
with a level of importance, by ensuring that ran-
dom clusters are assigned insignificant p-values,
and planted foreground clusters can successfully
be distinguished from background noise.

2 Methods

2.1 Composite clustering model

TiCoNE is a prototype based clustering approach,
where each cluster ci of a clustering C is associ-
ated with a prototype p(ci) that best represents its
members oj ∈ ci.

While objects and cluster prototypes were sim-
ply modeled via a time-series in TiCoNE 1, we
extended this model such that they are now com-
posites and can consist of several components θi,
each corresponding to one data type.

For each clustering process we define a model
θ = [θ1, . . . , θM ], based on the used composite
components. A clustering model can only be em-
ployed, if all component data types are available for
the objects to be clustered. We can then formally

define the model of objects and prototypes in terms
of their components as θ(o) = [θ1(o), . . . , θM (o)]
and θ(p) = [θ1(p), . . . , θM (p)], respectively.

Throughout this work, we use model θ =
[θts, θnet ] and hence, operate on object mod-
els θ(o) = [θts(o), θnet (o)] and prototype models
θ(p) = [θts(p), θnet (p)], with time-series compo-
nents θts : {�T } and network location components
θnet : V+, where V are the nodes of a network.

2.2 Similarity functions

TiCoNE 2 can calculate similarities for object-
prototype, object-object, and prototype-prototype
pairs using different integrated similarity functions.

Time-series similarity functions. Firstly, simi-
larities can be calculated based on time-series com-
ponents θts. Since each θts can contain multiple
time-series, time-series similarity functions calcu-
late the average similarity of time-series pairs of the
two components. Here, we provide transformations
of the Pearson Correlation SP (Equation 1) and of
the Euclidean distance SE (Equation 2).

(1)

SPC(x, y)

=


E

tx ∈θt s (x),
ty ∈θt s (y)

[
ρ(tx, ty) + 1

2

] if σ(x) > 0
& σ(y) > 0

undefined else

SED(x, y) = E
tx ∈θt s (x),
ty ∈θt s (y)

[
mE − ||θts(x) − θts(y)| |

mE

]
(2)

Similarities of SED are normalized into the inter-
val [0, 1] using the constant mE which corresponds
to the largest observable Euclidean Distance for a
given time-series data set X . We calculate the con-
stant asmE = T ·(max(X)−min(X)), wheremax(X)
and min(X) are the largest and smallest values in
any time-series in X and T is the number of their
timepoints.

Network location similarity functions. Sec-
ondly, TiCoNE 2 can calculate similarities based
on network location components θnet . Here, we in-
corporated a similarity function SSP (Equation 3)
based on the inversion of the length of the shortest
path |SP(n1, n2)| in a network G = (V, E) between
two node sets n1, n2 ⊆ V .
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SSP(x, y) =


1 − |SP(θnet (x), θnet (y))|

mSP

if x and y
connected

undefined else
(3)

Here, similarities are normalized into the inter-
val [0, 1] using the constant mSP = |V |−1, where
|V | is the number of nodes in the network. The con-
stant mSP is an upper bound for the shortest path
between two nodes in a network with |V | nodes.

Composite similarity functions. Finally, to-
gether with the composite clustering model, we in-
troduce composite similarity functions (Equation 4)
which combine weighted similarities of scaled
non-composite similarity functions Ŝi(x, y) =
ti(Si(x, y)).

CS(x, y; θ) =
∑

i wi · S′i (θi(x), θi(y))∑
i wi

(4)

Here weights wi can be user defined. Further-
more, we scale each Si using a scaler ti based on
a data-set and similarity-function specific random
sample of similarity values. Performing this addi-
tional transformation ensures that all child similar-
ity functions are equally contributing to each overall
composite similarity value. This is done addition-
ally to the normalization to the interval [0, 1] of each
respective similarity function, because the func-
tions can produce very different data value distri-
butions in a data-set specific manner. For instance,
SSP highly depends on the overall edge density of
the network, and hence normalizing it to the inter-
val [0, 1] using the mSP = |V |−1 constant, would
still result in similarity values with a bias towards
low similarities on sparse networks.

A composite similarity function CSθ is tied to
a clustering model θ, i.e. it requires arguments fol-
lowing its model and its child similarity functions
Si have to be compatible to θi.

In this work we make use of two un-
weighted composite similarity functions CSPC+SP

and CSED+SP, each integrating one scaled time-
series and one scaled network location similarity
function (Equations 5 and 6).

(5)
CSPC+SP(x, y) =

1
2
·
[
ŜPC(θts(x), θts(y))

+ ŜSP(θnet (x), θnet (y))
]

(6)
CSED+SP(x, y) =

1
2
·
[
ŜED(θts(x), θts(y))

+ ŜSP(θnet (x), θnet (y))
]

2.2.1 Missing Similarities

Some of TiCoNE’s similarity functions are not de-
fined for all inputs. For instance, SPC(x, y) is only
defined for x, y with σ(x) > 0 and σ(y) > 0. Like-
wise, SSP is only defined for pairs of nodes that are
connected in the network.

While TiCoNE can handle missing similarity
values in different ways, in this work we regarded
all composite values themselves as missing if one
or more of their child values were missing values.
This is more frequently the case, for networks with
low edge density and a consequently large number
of disconnected node pairs.

If a similarity value is missing, it is ignored in
the clustering process and TiCoNE aims at identi-
fying a clustering with the remaining non-missing
values.

2.3 Cluster aggregation functions

Whenever a prototype should be derived for the
members of a cluster, several aggregation functions
are being used. Specifically, if the clustering model
is θ, we use a vector of component specific aggre-
gation functions Aθ = [Aθ1, . . . , AθM ]. Hence, we
employ different aggregation functions to derive
time-series components θts and network location
components θnet from the cluster members.

While TiCoNE 2 integrates several more
choices, in this work we use the following aggrega-
tion functions.

Average time series. Given a cluster c. LetTS(c)
be the set of all time-series ti = (ti1, . . . , tiT ) of
members in c. We define the average time-series of
a cluster as

Aµθt s (c) =
1

|TS(c)|
∑

ti ∈TS(c)
ti

Medoid cluster node. Given a cluster c = {oi},
where members oi are mapped to nodes in a net-
work G = (V, E). Let CC(G, c) be a partitioning of
the members of c into connected components as in-
duced by G and let cc∗ = argmaxcc∈CC(G,c) |cc | be
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the largest such connected component. We define
the medoid cluster node of c as

Amed
θnet

(G, c) = argmax
oi ∈cc∗

∑
o j 6=oi ∈cc∗

Snet (oi, oj)

2.4 Iterative clustering optimization

TiCoNE implements a greedy, iterative optimiza-
tion scheme, in which the following two steps are
repeated alternatingly to find (locally) optimal clus-
tering solutions, given a clustering model θ:

1. Assign objects o to themost similar prototype
p as defined by a chosen similarity function
Sθ .

2. Refine models θ(p) for each prototype p ac-
cording to the members of its cluster using
similarity function Sθ and cluster aggrega-
tion functions Aθ .

This leads to clusterings for each of the per-
formed iterations i ∈ {1, . . . , F}, where Ci denotes
the clustering of iteration i. We denote C1 as the
initial clustering, and CF as the final clustering.

2.5 Cluster p-values

TiCoNE 2 allows to calculate empirical,
permutation-based p-values for clusters c of a clus-
tering C, using one of multiple available permu-
tation functions for time-series data and networks.
Here, a fitness function FS is evaluated and com-
pared for each original and permuted cluster. A
small p-value for cluster c implies, that few per-
muted clusters have a fitness score as large as FS(c).

The user can choose the features of a clus-
ter c that should be incorporated into the fit-
ness score from a set of provided features, such
as a the object-prototype similarity FOPS(c; S) =∑

oi ∈c S(oi, p(c)), and the number of cluster mem-
bers FN (c) = |c |.

Furthermore, the user can define a predicate
B : C × R 7→ {true, false} to restrict which ran-
dom clusters cr ∈ R a cluster c should be compared
against, where R is the set of all generated random
clusters. This is to account for correlations between
cluster features and cluster fitness that distort the
resulting p-values. For instance, clusters of larger
size tend to have smaller average object-prototype
similarity.

The p-value for cluster c is then defined as spec-
ified in Equation 7.

p(c; FS, B) =
∑
{cr ∈R |B(c,cr )} I(FS(cr ) ≥ FS(c))

|{cr ∈ R|B(c, cr )}|
(7)

For this work, we defined the fitness of a cluster
c as FS(c) = FOPS(c; S) and chose

B(c, cr ) =

{
true if FN (cr ) = FN (c)
f alse else

Hence, we define the fitness of a cluster in terms
of its object-prototype similarity, and only compare
the fitness of a cluster against the fitness of random
clusters of the same size to avoid unfair compar-
isons. Consequently, we approximate a distinct
fitness score distribution for each cluster size.

2.5.1 Generating functions for random data

Random time series data set (R1). Given a
set of time-series X = {t1, . . . , tn}, let min(X)
and max(X) be the minimal and maximal val-
ues in X respectively. For each input time-series
ti = (ti1, . . . , tiT ), generate a random time-series
t∗i = (Ri1, . . . , RiT ), with uniformly distributed ran-
dom variables Ri j ∼ U([min(X),max(X)]).

Shuffle time series individually (R2). Given a
set of time-series X = {t1, . . . , tn}. For each input
time-series ti = (ti1, . . . , tiT ), generate a random
time-series t∗i = (Ri1, . . . , RiT ), with uniformly dis-
tributed random variables Ri j ∼ U({ti1, . . . , tiT })

Shuffle time series data set (R3). Given a set
of time-series X = {t1, . . . , tn}, with time-series
ti = (ti1, . . . , tiT ). Let V = ∪ti j be the set of
all values of all time-series of X . For each in-
put time-series ti, generate a random time-series
t∗i = (Ri1, . . . , RiT ), with uniformly distributed ran-
dom variables Ri j ∼ U(V).

Random undirected network (R4). Given an
undirected network G = (V, E) with vertices V and
edges E . Generate a random network G∗ = (V, E∗)
with random edges e∗i = (Ri1, Ri2) ∈ E∗, where
Ri j ∼ U(V × V) and |E∗ |= |E |.

This permutation function generates networks
that maintain the following properties of the input
network:

• The number of nodes
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• The number of edges

Apart from these, it does not ensure or main-
tain any other properties of the input network. Since
edges are randomly attached to nodes, the network
topology as well as the distribution of shortest paths
between nodes is random as well.

Edge crossovers (R5). Given an undirected net-
work G = (V, E) with vertices V and edges ei =
{ni1, ni2} ∈ E , where ni1, ni2 ∈ V are the nodes
connected by edge ei. Generate a random network
G∗ = (V, E∗) as follows.

1. let E∗ = E

2. Take two random edges ex = {nx1, nx2}, ey =
{ny1, ny2} ∈ E∗

(a) either let ex = {nx1, ny2} and ey =
{ny1, nx2}, or

(b) let ex = {nx1, ny1} and ey = {ny2, nx2}

3. Repeat step 2 sufficiently often

This permutation function generates random
networks that maintain the following properties of
the input network:

• The number of nodes

• The number of edges

• The node degree distribution

• The joined node degree distribution

2.6 Cluster validity

Throughout this work, we use two validity indices
to assign quality scores to derived clusterings: The
total object-prototype similarity OPS as an inter-
nal validity score (Equation 8), and the Jaccard
index J as an external validity score when a gold
standard partitioning GS is given (Equation 9). In
the latter, TP(C; GS), FP(C; GS) and FN(C; GS)
correspond to the number of object pairs that are
clustered together in C and GS, clustered together
in C but not in GS, and not clustered together in C
nor in GS, respectively.

OPS(C; S) =
∑
ci ∈C

FOPS(ci; S) (8)

J(C; GS) =
TP(C; GS)

TP(C; GS) + FP(C; GS) + FN(C; GS)
(9)

2.7 Validation data sets

We generated a set of time-series data sets with
n = 250 objects each, in which ke · s objects of
ke enriched clusters are embedded in a background
of random objects. Here, we varied the number of
enriched clusters ke, and their sizes s (see Table 1).
For each of these parameter sets, we generated 25
data sets using different random seeds.

Additionally, for each of the resulting time-
series data sets, we also generated networks with a
matching cluster enrichment, such that objects with
similar time-series were also tightly connected in
the corresponding network.

Specifically, we generated time-series t ∈
[0, 1]T , with values following a uniform distribu-
tion. We assigned identical time-series to all s
objects belonging to the same enriched cluster, and
random time-series to background objects. We did
not enforce random time-series to be dissimilar to
enriched time-series.

Network data sets were generated by adding
all possible edges for pairs of nodes within each
enriched subnetwork (corresponding to objects in
the same enriched cluster), and a lower number of
edges to, from and between background objects not
belonging to any enriched subnetwork.

2.7.1 Validation data sets with noise

For each of the data sets described in the previous
section, we also generated time-series and network
data sets with varying levels of noise.

For time-series data sets, we added a Gaussian
error term with different values for σ (see Table 2)
to the time-series of objects in the enriched clusters.

For networks, we varied the background edge
density to, from, and between background objects
with different values for d, while keeping the fore-
ground edge density within enriched clusters at 1.0
(see Table 2).

2.8 Validation schemes in this work

2.8.1 Clustering and iterative optimization

TiCoNE’s clustering procedures should be able to
recover planted clusters from otherwise random
data. We thus clustered the data sets previously
described in subsection 2.7 using the parameters
shown in Table 3 into k ∈ {10, 30} clusters.
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Table 1: Validation data set types generated in this study.
For each such type 25 corresponding time-series and net-
work data sets were generated.

# Objects # planted
clusters

planted
cluster size

# Data
sets

V1 250 3 10 50
V2 250 5 10 50
V3 250 3 25 50
V4 250 5 25 50

Table 2: Distorted version of the data set types
listed in Table 1 were generated with varying
levels of noise.

Type Noise levels
Time-Series σ ∈ {0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1,

0.05, 0.0}
Network d ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.01,

0.05, 0.1, 0.2}

Table 3: Parameter values used for performing TiCoNE’s implementation of CLARA.

Parameter Values
k {10,30}
CLARA Samples 1
CLARA nstart 50
CLARA max swaps 250
CLARA Swap probability 0.2

While TiCoNE’s implementation of CLARA
was used to identify an initial clustering only, we
used our iterative optimization procedure to im-
prove it. We executed CLARA with nstart = 50,
each start corresponding to different random ini-
tial cluster medoids. Setting this parameter suf-
ficiently large is relevant for coverage of a larger
search space, but increases runtime. Hence, we
chose 50 as a good compromise.

We applied TiCoNE2 to (1) the time-series data
sets using similarity functions SPC and SED , the (2)
network data sets using SSP, and (3) corresponding
time-series and network data sets simultaneously
using CSED+SP and CSPC+SP.

For each derived clustering, we evaluated its to-
tal object-prototype similarity as an internal cluster
validity index, as well as the Jaccard Index as an ex-
ternal index. For the latter, we used the previously
known structure of the generated data sets with en-
riched clusters and background as a gold standard
and ignored random objects.

2.8.2 Cluster P-Values

Wevalidated TiCoNE’s cluster p-values for two dif-
ferent types of data sets and clusterings: (1) clusters
of random objects, generated without any enrich-
ment and (2) foreground as well as random back-
ground clusters derived from data sets, which con-
tained varying numbers of planted enriched clus-
ters.

Random clusters on random data. P-values
should be uniformly distributed under H0. We val-
idated this for TiCoNE’s cluster p-values using the
following procedure.

1. First, we generate a sufficiently large number
(50) of random time-series and network data
sets with n = 250 objects, that do not contain
any cluster structure.

2. For each compatible similarity function S and
permutation function R:

(a) Cluster the data sets using S.
(b) Calculate cluster p-values using R with

1000 permutations.

3. Thereby, derive one p-value distribution for
each combination of similarity function and
permutation function.

4. For each of these p-value distributions we
evaluate whether they follow a uniform dis-
tribution.

Foreground and background clusters on vali-
dation data. A second validation for TiCoNE’s
p-values is, that enriched time-series patterns ar-
tificially planted in otherwise noisy random data
should be assigned a significant p-value.

1. Generate validation data sets of types V1-V4
as described previously.
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2. For each compatible similarity function S and
permutation function R:

(a) Cluster the generated data sets using
S. If the total number of clusters in
a data set X was k and the number
of planted clusters was ke, then we
clustered the random objects of X into
k − ke background clusters, and added
ke planted clusters with their respec-
tive foreground objects. This way, we
ensured that the enriched clusters were
part of the clustering, but the remain-
ing objects were clustered with some
variation.

(b) Calculate cluster p-values using R with
1000 permutations.

3. Thereby, derive two p-value distributions for
each combination of similarity function and
permutation function: one distribution for
foreground clusters and another one for back-
ground clusters.

4. Finally, we evaluate whether foreground
cluster p-values are small, background clus-
ter p-values are larger, and whether there was
a reasonably large gap between the two dis-
tributions.

3 Results

Throughout this section, we denote the change
in performances in terms of Jaccard index J and
object-prototype similarity OCS as 5J and 5OPS
respectively.

3.1 TiCoNE recovers planted clusters

3.1.1 Cluster recovery from noise-free data

All similarity functions perform comparably well
on the non-noisy validation data sets (see Figure 1).

In almost all settings, planted clusters can be
recovered close to perfectly as indicated by the Jac-
card indices varying around 1.0. Generally, all
similarity functions perform comparable, including
non-composite as well as composite ones. Cluster-
ing data sets of type V2 (5 planted clusters, with
10 members each) into 10 clusters is the most chal-
lenging setting. Here, performances of all similar-
ity functions drop, due to a comparably low num-
ber of repetitions (nstart = 50), combined with a

low probability to reliably place one medoid out
of ten into each of the five relatively small planted
clusters with 10 members each. Here, especially
performances of SSP, CSPC+SP, andCSED+SP are
affected. This is, because their induced cluster-
ing solution search space is highly fragmented for
sparse networks, as disconnected nodes cannot be
assigned to the same cluster. For instance, if an iso-
lated network node is chosen as a seed medoid, its
cluster cannot be assigned any other nodes. Con-
sequently, a poor choice of seed random cluster
medoids has a higher impact on the final outcome
than for time-series components θts.

As can be seen in Figure 5, increasing the nstart
parameter improves performance on V2 data sets
when clustered into k = 10 clusters, while also
increasing average running time.

3.1.2 Cluster recovery from noisy data

As expected, overall clustering of noisy data per-
forms worse in terms of J relative to clustering of
noise-free data. However, the drop in cluster per-
formance for non-composite similarity functions is
larger than for composite ones for comparable noise
levels (see Figure 1).

Similarity functions SED and SPC are compa-
rable in their robustness to noise in the data (Fig-
ures 1 and 2c), being more robust when clustering
into k = 10 rather than k = 30 clusters. When clus-
tering into k = 10 clusters, their performances are
mostly unaffected for σ ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1} and clearly
drop for σ ≥ 0.2. For k = 30, a drop in perfor-
mance can already be observed for σ ≥ 0.05. This
difference in performance is due to the fact that for
k = 30 the chance of placing multiple medoids into
the same planted cluster is higher than for k = 10,
as is the required number of probed seed medoids
in order to find a good solution. However, we use a
fixed nstart = 50 regardless of k.

Clustering performance on network data using
the shortest path similarity function SSP is more
susceptible to noise, than when clustering time-
serires data using SED and SPC (Figure 2c). Here,
we can already observe a larger drop in performance
for low background edge densities d = 0.001. This
is due to the fact, that already few background
edges have the potential to reduce the shortest paths
between many background and foreground nodes.
Hence, the separation between planted clusters and
background becomes more blurred.
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Figure 1: Best performances in terms of the Jaccard Index when clustering validation data sets of types
V1-V4 using different similarity functions. Non-composite similarity functions SED (ED), SPC (PC),
and SSP (SP) are applied to either (1) one noise-free, or (2) one noisy data set at a time, while composite
similarity functions CSED+SP (ED+SP) and CSPC+SP (PC+SP) are applied to either (1) two noise-free,
(2) one noise-free and one noisy, or (3) two noisy data sets simultaneously. Boxes summarise achieved
performances on 25 generated data sets of the same type.

Intuitively, the performance of composite func-
tions on two data sets should lie between the better
and worse achievable individual performances on
either data set. The explanation being, that com-
posite performances should be lower-bound by the
worse and upper-bound by the better non-composite
performance. For example, if data sets X andY sep-
arately enabled average performances of J = 0.6
and J = 0.8, we would expect composite perfor-
mances to lie roughly in the interval J ∈ [0.6, 0.8].
We would not expect composite performances to
lie significantly below J < 0.6 or above J > 0.8.

Two data sets with similarly performing noise
levels. We investigated, how composite similarity
functions performed on two data sets, for which re-
spective non-composite functions performed sim-
ilarly well. This is, we investigated performances
of CSED+SP in settings with noise levels d and σ,
where achieved Jaccard indices were comparable
for SED and SSP on the respective data sets with
those noise levels. Equivalently, we investigated
CSPC+SP for cases, where J was comparable for
SPC and SSP.

First, we investigated settings where individ-
ual performances on either data set were high,
i.e. where both noise levels were low. This is
the case for σ = 0.05 and d = 0.001, where
SED and SPC achieved average performances of

J ∈ [0.793, 0.975] and SSP of J ∈ [0.793, 0.92]
across data types V1-V4. Here, both compos-
ite similarity functions CSED+SP and CSPC+SP

perform on average slightly better than SSP on
the network data alone with 5J = +0.078 and
5J = +0.075 respectively (see Figure 6b), but
slightly worse than SED and SPC on the time-
series data with 5J = −0.059 and 5J = −0.06
respectively (see Figure 6a).

Next, we inspected composite performances
when both data sets led to only medium perfor-
mances. For instance, this is the case for d = 0.01
and σ = 0.1, where SED and SPC achieve aver-
age performances of J ∈ [0.644, 0.93] and SSP of
J ∈ [0.603, 0.674]. Here, CSED+SP and CSPC+SP

outperform SSP clearly with 5J = +0.235 and
5J = +0.197 respectively. Further, they also out-
perform SED and SPC with 5J = +0.064 and
5J = +0.013.

When both data sets led to poor performances
and had high levels of noise, for instance for
d = 0.1 and σ = 0.4, SED and SPC achieved
average performances of J ∈ [0.139, 0.168] and
SSP of J ∈ [0.074, 0.255]. For these data sets,
CSED+SP performs superior to SED with 5J =
+0.132 and CSPC+SP performs superior to SPC

with5J = +0.275. Both composite similarity func-
tions perform superior to SSP with 5J = +0.07 and
5J = +0.225 respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: Comparison of best achieved performances when clustering data sets of types V1-V4 with
varying levels of noise using different similarity functions. Achieved performances when clustering (a)
time-series data with varying levels of noise (σ) using time-series similarity functions SED (ED) and
SPC (PC) into k = 10/30 clusters, (b) network data with varying levels of noise (d) using shortest path
similarity function SSP (SP) into k = 10/30 clusters, and (c) conjointly clustering time-series and net-
work data with varying levels of noise (σ and d) with composite similarity functions CSED+SP (ED+SP)
and CSPC+SP (PC+SP).
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Only for data sets of highest levels of noise with
d = 0.2 and σ = 0.8, performances of compos-
ite functions were inferior to their non-composite
counterparts.

High quality network, low quality time-series
We then focused on cases of two data sets, that led
to performances on different levels when analyzed
separately.

In particular, we first investigated performances
for high quality network data (low d), and low qual-
ity time-series data (high σ). Most notably, for
d = 0 varying levels of σ do not have much in-
fluence on the achieved performances relative to
clustering the network data alone. This is, if the
network data is noise-free, drop in performance
is minimal when conjointly analyzing with noisy
time-series data.

When clustering highly noisy time-series data
(σ = 0.4) and network data with little noise
(d = 0.01) using CSED+SP, we observe an aver-
age performance increase of 5J = +0.418 relative
to SED on the noisy time-series data alone (see Fig-
ure 2c). However, at the same time CSED+SP per-
forms inferior to SSP (5J = −0.054) when cluster-
ing the high-quality network data alone. This trend
is even more prominent, for σ = 0.8 (5J = +0.418
and 5J = −0.188). This drop in performance
however is inverted if the noise level of the time-
series data is not as high, but lower with σ = 0.2:
Then, CSED+SP performs superior over both non-
composite functions SED (5J = +0.159) as well as
SSP (5J = +0.158).

Equivalently to CSED+SP, for the same noise
levels CSPC+SP leads to an average performance
gain of 5J = +0.277 relative to SPC , but a drop in
performance of 5J = −0.184 relative to SSP. Also,
if the noise level of the time-series data is σ = 0.2
instead, thenCSPC+SP performs superior over both
SPC (5J = +0.103) and SSP (5J = +0.112).

Generally, composite performances are supe-
rior as long as the time-series noise level is not ex-
ceedingσ = 0.2. If the noise level of the time-series
data is too prominent, it negatively affects overall
composite performance even if network quality is
high.

High quality time-series, low quality network
Next we evaluated performances for high quality
time series data (low σ), and low quality network
data (high d). Also here it can be seen that for

noise-free time-series data (σ = 0) varying levels
of d do not havemuch influence on the achieved per-
formances relative to clustering the time-series data
alone. Hence, if the time-series data is noise-free,
the drop in performance isminimalwhen conjointly
analyzing with noisy network data.

Furthermore, the same general trend can be ob-
served as for the previously discussed opposite case
(high quality network, low quality time-series). For
instance, when evaluating composite performances
for d = 0.1 and σ = 0.1, CSED+SP achieves an
average performance gain of 5J = +0.482 relative
to SSP but is inferior to SED with 5J = −0.1.
This trend is even more prominent for d = 0.2
(5J = +0.568 and 5J = −0.112). This drop in
performance however is inverted if the noise level
of the network data is not as high, but lower with
d = 0.01: Then, CSED+SP performs superior over
both non-composite functions SED (5J = +0.064)
as well as SSP (5J = +0.235).

Hence, the general trend here is also that com-
posite functions perform superior as long as the
network noise level is not exceeding d = 0.01. For
higher network noise levels, analyzing both data
types conjointly may perform inferior to analyzing
the high quality data alone.

3.2 TiCoNE’s iterative optimization en-
hances cluster validity

For all validation data set types V1-V4, we evalu-
ated the gain in performance in terms of the object-
prototype similarity (internal validation) as well as
the Jaccard index (external validation) from first to
last iteration of TiCoNE’s iterative clustering opti-
mization scheme.

Generally, for all evaluated similarity functions
object-prototype similarities increase or stay con-
stant from initial to final clustering (see Figure 3a).
For SED performance gains tend to be higher for
lower noise levels, while for SPC for higher noise
levels. Generally, SPC performances improvemore
fromfirst to last iteration, indicating that initial clus-
terings derived using the latter may be less optimal
than the ones derived using SED . For the shortest
path based similarity function as well as composite
functions, the gain is highest for d = 0.01, medium
for d = 0.001 and close to zero for any other value
of d. This is due to the network topology induced
for different values of d as well as our parameter
value choice of nstart = 50.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The changes in (a) object-prototype similarity (internal cluster validity) and in (b) Jaccard
index (external cluster validity) when applying TiCoNE’s iterative optimization procedure using different
similarity functions on data set types V1-V4 with differing levels of noise.
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When evaluating the performance changes in
terms of the Jaccard index, there is an improve-
ment in performance from first to last iteration for
most cases, but some data sets also lead to a lim-
ited decrease of up to 5J ≤ −0.1. Such data sets
are mostly ones with a high amount of noise, such
as for σ ∈ {0.4, 0.8}. Also, interestingly there
are more such outliers with decreased performance
for d ∈ {0.001, 0.01} than for d > 0.01, which
again may be explained by the network topology
induced by these particular values for d. Further-
more,CSPC+SP shows a performance improvement
inmost cases with d ≤ 0.05. This stands in contrast
to CSED+SP, where performances stay constant for
most such data sets.

Overall, TiCoNE’s iterative clustering opti-
mization improves not only the object-prototype
similarity (OPS), but also implicitly the Jaccard
index. Note, that this will always be the case, if the
gold standard is an accurate description of the inter-
nal structure of the data set and its induced object
similarities.

3.3 TiCoNE produces meaningful cluster
p-values

FDR on random data As can be seen in Fig-
ure 7, when clustering random data without en-
richment into k = 10/30 clusters and calculating
p-values for clusters with the time-series data per-
mutation functions R1,R2,R3, all resulting p-value
distributions were very close to the expected uni-
form distribution. In the ideal case, the empirical
cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of each
p-value distribution resembles a perfect line from
(0,0) to (1,1). This corresponds to the fact, that
p-values should be uniformly distributed under the
null hypothesis H0, i.e. the cluster’s object-cluster
similarity is not significantly better than expected
for a random cluster of equal size. Notably, all three
permutation functions succeed in sufficiently con-
trolling the type 1 error rate for each fixed α, i.e.
∀α : P(H1 |H0) ≤ α.

Similarly, both network data permutation func-
tions R4 and R5 facilitate close to uniformly dis-
tributed p-value distributions for k = 10 and k = 30.
However, for both of them there is a bias towards
large p-values close to p = 1.0. This bias stems
from a large number of clusters with very fewmem-
bers in the generated random clusterings. Since
we are dealing with unweighted networks, there

are limited possibilities for constellations of object-
cluster similarities in small clusters. For instance,
for a cluster ci with two members ci = {ox, oy}
it always holds that |SP(ox, oy)|= 1, and hence
SSP(ox, oy) = 1 − 1

mSP
. Since one of the two

has to be the cluster prototype, it also follows that
FOPS = 1 − 1

mSP
, and consequently, clusters with

two members will always be assigned a p-value of
p = 1.0.

Significance of recovered planted clusters We
further assessed whether TiCoNE’s p-values could
be used to discriminate between planted enriched
clusters and random clusters. We therefor gener-
ated data sets of types V1-V4, and clustered them
into k = 10 and k = 30 clusters, while manually
forcing enriched clusters into the clustering. We
then used permutation functions R1− R5 appropri-
ate for the respective data types, to derive cluster
p-values.

As can be seen in Figure 4, all permutation
functions assign small p-values to planted enriched
clusters and larger, uniformly distributed p-values
to background random clusters. When inspecting
the false positive and false negative rates (FPR and
FNR) for varying levels of α one can see, that all
permutation functions are successful at controlling
the FPR for most data sets (see Table 4), i.e. the
error to assign a significant p-value to a random
background cluster. Exception to this rule are p-
values derived for data set types V3 and V4, when
clustered into k = 30 clusters and with α = 0.01.
However, in these cases false positive rates are suc-
cessfully controlled when using α = 0.05 instead.

Generally, p-values of random background
clusters tend to be smaller for k = 10 than they
are for k = 30. P-values of foreground clusters are
similarly small for different values of k, and p-value
distributions of foreground clusters seem very sim-
ilar for different data set types as well as similarity
functions.

We investigated, to what degree the p-values for
the same enriched clusters derived with the differ-
ent permutation functions agreed. To this end, we
correlated derived p-values of these planted clus-
ters, while excluding the random background clus-
ters from this analysis. This is because there was
no relationship between random clusters when us-
ing different similarity or permutation functions.
Correlations of p-values derived with different per-
mutation functions but the same similarity function
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k S R
V1 V2 V3 V4

α = 0.01 α = 0.05 α = 0.01 α = 0.05 α = 0.01 α = 0.05 α = 0.01 α = 0.05
FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR FNR FPR

10

ED
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ED+SP
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PC
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PC+SP
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

SP R4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R5 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30

ED
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.68 0.00 0.00 0.01
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.01
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.01

ED+SP
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 – – – –
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.01

PC
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.01
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.01
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.01

PC+SP
R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.01
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.01
R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.01

SP R4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R5 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 4: False positive rates (FPR) and false negative rates (FNR) of cluster p-values calculated using
different permutation functions R1-R5. Clusters are derived from validation data sets of the different
types V1-V4 using different similarity functions. Error rates are relative to the significance level α = 0.01
or α = 0.05.
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Figure 4: Distributions of p-values for enriched and random background clusters derived when clustering
different data set types V1-V4 into k = 10/30 clusters using different similarity functions. Each box
contains one foreground and one background cluster p-value distribution for each permutation function.
The diagonal corresponds to an ideal uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1].

are, in most cases, close to ρ ∼ 1.0 (see Figure 8).
For instance, the correlations of p-values of permu-
tation functions R1 and R2when using SED or SPC

is ρ = 0.953 and ρ = 0.979 respectively. This trend
also holds for composite similarity functions. For
instance, the correlation of p-values derived with
CSED+SP and R1 or R2 is ρ = 0.929.

Further, correlations of p-values derived with
different similarity functions are close to ρ ∼ 0.9
for most permutation functions. This does not hold
for the shortest path similarity function SSP how-
ever: It only correlates with ρ ∈ [0.561, 0.822]with
SPC , and ρ ∈ [0.753, 0.927] with SED . Interest-
ingly, p-values derived with SSP and permutation
functions R4 or R5 correlate very poorly, which is
likely due to the different types of random networks
that these permutation functions generate (see sub-
subsection 2.5.1). In particular, permutation func-
tion R5 induces a much smaller permutation space,
which may prevent generation of random clusters
with properties similar to the planted ones.

4 Discussion

Weacknowledge that our conclusions are limited by
the number and types of evaluated validation data

sets, and the parameter values probed, but we do
believe that the design of our study is sufficiently ro-
bust allowing to carefully generalize from the here
presented results.

TiCoNE is a human-guided, integrative cluster-
ing approach that allows to conjointly analyze time-
series and network data. In this work we present
TiCoNE 2, which comes with an extended compos-
ite model that allows to directly perform clustering
of both time-series and network data using com-
posite similarity functions. This is an improvement
over TiCoNE 1, in which clustering of time-series
and enrichment of clusters on a network were two
separate steps. Hence, the clustering solutions de-
rived by TiCoNE 2 are more robust towards noise
in either data type.

We show that our composite model gener-
ally performs comparable to non-composite mod-
els in the absence of noise in the data. When
conjointly clustering time-series and network data
that both contain medium to high levels of noise,
our composite model clearly outperforms the non-
composite ones.

Furthermore, if one data set is noise-free or has
low levels of noise, our composite model performs
superior as long as the noise level of the second data
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set is low to medium. If, however, the noise level
of the second data set is very high, non-composite
models using the noise-free data are likely to per-
form better.

Nevertheless, the performance penalty in terms
of decreased Jaccard index when using a noisy data
set additionally to another high quality one is ac-
ceptably low in most cases, and is outweighed by
the potentially much larger performance gains if
the noise level of the second data set is acceptable.
Hence, we carefully recommend using two data sets
in a clustering analysis, as long as both are known
to fulfill at least a medium standard in quality.

Finally, we demonstrate that TiCoNE’s cluster
p-values are a good indication for the meaning-
fulness of clusters. The here presented cluster p-
values were in such high agreement with the gold
standard of our validation data sets, that they could
be used instead to evaluate the clusters’ validities.
This is especially relevant in practice, where often
no such gold standard is available. From the here
presented results we can conclude, that TiCoNE’s
permutation functions are able to distinguish be-
tween foreground and background clusters, at least
if their structure is similar to the ones we evaluated
here.

Generally, we acknowledge that the here pre-
sented results highly depend on the assumption that
two independent data sets agree in a large fraction
of their contained information content. Naturally, if
clustering time-series and network data that contain
large amounts of contradicting signals, clustering
performances will be negatively affected. However,
if the data sets are of sufficiently high quality, the

influence of the contradicting bits of information
should be outweighed by the much larger fraction
of agreement between the two data sets.

5 Conclusions

Accounting for technical and biological noise are
two of the most important aspects of any machine
learning method that processes biomedical data.
Since the quality of employed data sets is often
suboptimal for a multitude of reasons, noise lev-
els should always be taken into account in method
development.

One approach to address noise in data is by in-
corporating it into the model, such that it can easier
discriminate the noise from the foreground signal.
With TiCoNE 2 we here present an unsupervised
learning approach that chooses another way of ef-
fectively dealing with noisy data: By conjointly an-
alyzing multiple complementing data sets together
and thereby improving the signal over noise ratio.

Our here presented results demonstrate that
cluster studies can largely benefit fromour approach
and deliver much more accurate results by analyz-
ing two data types together. This is especially true,
if at least one of the used data sets have a medium
to high level of noise.

We believe that our approach is relevant for
many life scientist that perform exploratory data
analysis, in that it enables analysis of multiple data
sets together in a user-friendly manner and thereby
deriving results of higher accuracy. TiCoNE 2 is
open source software, that is available publicly as a
Cytoscape App from the Cytoscape App store.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Performances of composite similarity functionsCSED+SP andCSPC+SP in terms of the Jaccard
index relative to their corresponding non-composite child similarity functions for varying noise levels in
the data. (a) Difference in performance ofCSED+SP and SED , and ofCSPC+SP and SPC for varying noise
levels in the time-series data. Values are calculated as J(CSED+SP)− J(SED) and J(CSPC+SP)− J(SPC)
respectively. (b) Relative performances of CSED+SP and CSPC+SP to SSP for varying noise levels in the
network data. Values are calculated as J(CSED+SP) − J(SSP) and J(CSPC+SP) − J(SSP) respectively.

Figure 7: Distributions of cluster p-values calculated using different permutation functions. Clusters
are derived from randomly generated data sets when clustered into k = 10 and k = 30 using different
similarity functions. The diagonal corresponds to an ideal uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1].
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Figure 8: Correlations of p-values of enriched clusters across all evaluated validation data sets. Clusters
were derived using different similarity functions and p-values calculated using different permutation
functions. Each cell represents p-values of two pairs (S1, R1) and (S2, R2) of similarity and permutation
function. The upper half contains pearson correlation coefficients of p-values and the lower half contains
scatter plots of the p-values of enriched clusters stemming from (S1, R1) and (S2, R2).
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